The Dynamics of Teams
From this week's classes, i have learnt how the cooperation of team members is going to vital in order to do well and I have also learnt the
different factors that can affect the teams. This week we had to complete our C.V's and were faced with making tough decisions that would
ultimately determine the type of team we would be put into. Because of this I had a bit of a dillemma when it came to some of the choices. In our
Tuesday lecture, Peter emphasised the importance of goal alignment in our teams and that it would be one of the main factors that would
determine the teams. My dilemma arose when I had to chose which type of team I wanted to be a part of. I had a thought of choosing 'fun loving'
as I wanted to be in a team who I could get along with and we could have fun, however i was worried that this would result in a team who
performed badly and I like to get good grades. I was tossing this option up with 'competitive (want to win)' goal as I wanted to be in a team who
were focussed and were very keen to perform, however I saw the potential of being put in a team who were hard task masters and would want to
spend hours and hours discussing decisions, hours that I simply don't have time for.
In the end, i wound up going for the competitive goal and right before thursdays class I was fretting about the choice I made. To my pleasant
surprise, when I met my team they were nice and friendly people who I believe I will get along very well with. They have very similar goals to me
and have similar ideas on how we should run things. One problem that came out of Thursday's class was the fact that two of our members
weren't there. With us already only being a 5 person team, if it turns our that these two missing members are slackers who will not fully participate
in the activity then i see a huge problem and quite a large challenge which faces our team for the semester. My abilities at MikesBikes were
average to say the least and so I was hoping for a team who could all work well together to get the most out of each other. With the identity of the
other two members still unknown, it leaves an uneasy feeling for me. From now all i can do is see how it plays out and hope that my team will
follow in the footsteps of past successful performers.

